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It was the punch tweeted around the world. On Inauguration Day last January, the white 

nationalist leader Richard Spencer was being interviewed by a television journalist when a black-

clad protestor ran up, punched him in the face, and darted back into the crowd. The recording 

soon appeared on the internet, inspiring jokes, memes, and finally discussion regarding the ethics 

of violence, preemptive or otherwise, directed against proponents of odious and dangerous views 

such as Spencer. The commonplace prompt queried, “Is it OK to punch a Nazi?”1 The 

conversation moved to the opinion sections of news outlets and where it subsequently reappeared 

in the aftermath of the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, on August 11-12, 

2017. So, how has that question been answered by the commentariat? I will review three 

opinions, moving along the spectrum from a qualified “yes” to a qualified “no.” 

British columnist Jasper Jackson, writing for the New Statesman website, asks the 

specific question whether it is ethically justified to use force to stop a legally-permitted march by 

white supremacists. While noting the historical evidence for the effectiveness of specific 

nonviolent actions, Jackson argues that their success relied upon their ability to embarrass the 

governments they resisted. White supremacists, on the other hand, gain a measure of mainstream 

legitimacy just by freely marching, whereas defeat in physical clashes would jeopardize their 

collective identity built upon an image of aggressive and victorious masculinity. Jackson cites 
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examples from street battles in British history in which violent responses stymied emergent 

fascist movements.2  

 The editorial board of the Seattle Weekly suggested prudent restraint in the present in 

their piece, “Don’t Punch Nazis – Yet.” They begin by describing a multimedia art exhibit at the 

University of Washington that narrated the history of anti-racism efforts in the Pacific 

Northwest. The installation included pamphlets that argue against freedom of speech for white 

nationalists because such an allowance inevitably entails less freedom for their intended victims. 

The editors wonder if such repression will “make us just as bad as the fascists.” Apart from the 

question of hypocrisy, they are concerned about “elevating” the victims of righteous violence. 

So, oppositely from Jackson, they worry that force may have the effect of encouraging sympathy 

for and consequently incurring legitimacy upon racists. Yet the editors, convinced that the ranks 

of the new fascism are growing, and conflating opposition to Trumpism and white supremacy as 

of one piece, wonder how to discern the point of no return in which proponents of universal 

justice and equality must take up the sword. Proposing a consequentalist realism for a difficult 

world, the editors want their readers to realize that the options may be reduced to either “getting 

punched or doing the punching,” and no reasonable person would willingly choose the former.3 

 The majority of opinion pieces that I have seen published in the mainstream media, 

however, have offered a more emphatically negative answer. Harvard political theorist Danielle 

Allen, writing for The Washington Post, faults political leadership on both sides of the spectrum 

for their increasing tolerance of violence, or the threat thereof, whether the “low-grade violence” 

of anarchists on the left or a “militia-style approach to politics” on the right. But the nonviolent 
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toolkit for political change remains both workable and necessary to preserve a stable and 

peaceful society. Dangerous white supremacists are best countered by the tools of law 

enforcement, criminal justice, and the elaboration of a positive vision of a multiethnic 

democracy. Political violence both discards these best practices and, once unleashed, can be 

difficult to restrain. The use of force can only be justified, Allen says, in cases of immediate self-

defense.4 

 By and large, commentators propose that nonviolent political strategies must be the 

operative norm even as they retain the option of violence as a method of last resort. The 

deployment of harmful force is, the common wisdom goes, a regrettable but necessary tool for 

countering genuinely existential threats. Differences between opinion writers are largely a matter 

of degree as each wrestles with the uncertain placement of the line between legitimate and 

illegitimate protection of self and society against assertive white supremacy. What they share is 

an implicitly utilitarian ethics grounded in the conviction that our pluralistic society must 

negotiate the tensions between key liberal principles – tolerance, free speech, due process, etc. – 

in the effort to achieve the greatest possible level of freedom and well-being. Sometimes one 

might have to punch or be punched. That’s reality. 

 One Christian voice from the 20th century, however, would disagree with this appraisal of 

“realistic” action, even though he experienced firsthand the danger of white supremacy as an 

overt cultural and institutional hegemony. Clarence Jordan (1912-1969) should have been, by 

most accounts, the epitome of the establishment. Raised as the seventh of ten children in 

Talbotton, Georgia, Clarence studied agriculture at the University of Georgia. Shortly after 

graduation, he discerned a call to preach, which led him to Southern Baptist Seminary. By 1939, 
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he was an ordained minister with a Ph.D. in New Testament Greek. But Clarence was 

uninterested in a professorship or a conventional pastorate. From an early age, he had been 

troubled by poverty and the inequality between blacks and whites. Now the desire formed in him 

to found a community strictly modeled on the teachings of Jesus and the example of the early 

church; one dedicated to economic sharing, nonviolence, and the equality of all persons. In 1942, 

Clarence and his wife Florence, together with Martin and Mabel England, missionaries on 

furlough from Burma, purchased a tract of land outside Americus, Georgia, and launched the 

community called Koinonia Farm.5 

 Located in the Jim Crow South, yet dedicated to pacifism and interracial brotherhood, 

Koinonia would be a proving ground for Jordan’s vision of Christian discipleship. The first 

confrontation with white supremacist culture occurred before the farm was a year old. The 

Koinonians hired a black farm hand, and, in violation of protocol, invited him to break bread at 

the same table. One evening, a group of white men drove onto the property and tried to 

intimidate Clarence. “We’re from the Ku Klux Klan,” one of them said, “and we’re here to tell 

you we don’t allow the sun to set on anybody who eats with n------s.” There was a silent pause as 

Clarence weighed his options, until finally he smiled, began shaking the man’s hand, and said, 

“I’m a Baptist preacher and I just graduated from the…Seminary. I’ve heard about people who 

had power over the sun, but I never hoped to meet one.” After getting over his bewilderment, the 

man admitted to being the son of a Baptist preacher. Clarence and his would-be enemy carried 

on a genial conversation as the sun slipped below the horizon.6 

 Opposition took a variety of forms. During the war, school officials complained to the 

rationing board when the Koinonians used extra gas ration stamps to take black children to 

                                                           
5 For the foregoing, cf. Ann M. Trousdale, Cotton Patch Rebel: The Story of Clarence Jordan (Eugene, OR: 
Resource Publications, 2015), 1-30. 
6 Dallas Lee, The Cotton Patch Evidence (New York: Harper & Row, 1971), 36-38. 
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school.7 In 1948, Jordan and other Koinonians were excommunicated from the membership of 

Rehoboth Baptist Church for bringing a visiting Indian man to a Sunday service.8 Threatening 

phone calls and acts of property destruction constituted ongoing harassment. Sumter County 

merchants and farmers conspired to impose an economic boycott on the community.9 Koinonia 

was charged with and investigated for being a Communist front.10  

 Most disturbing of all, Koinonia was subject to recurrent acts of violence, which were 

especially frequent in the late 1950s.  The roadside produce market was bombed on several 

occasions.11 After a feed store in Americus broke from the boycott, it was bombed as well.12 The 

most frequent type of incident, however, was the drive-by shooting.13 Given the number of times 

that Koinonians came under fire, it is remarkable that no one was struck by a bullet, let alone 

killed. 

 Clarence and his companions were fully cognizant that their Christian witness might 

incur the ultimate price. Florence would later recall their grim determination. “We knew we 

wouldn’t be the first Christians to die, and we wouldn’t be the last.”14 Nevertheless, the 

community was neither fatalistic nor eager to embrace martyrdom. One line of defense was the 

installation of lights along the road and the institution of a night watch.15 Another was the hope 

that the power of their example, bolstered by divine grace, might gradually soften the hearts of 
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the majority culture.16 But throughout the long years of persecution, no Koinonian placed his or 

her trust in the barrel of a gun. 

 Clarence justified this position on theological grounds, and a review of his sermons and 

written work reveals three key themes. The first is obedience. Jesus had given a clear, direct, and 

simple commandment in the Sermon on the Mount, and the obligation of anyone who claims him 

as Lord is to follow. It was the mental repetition of Jesus’ injunction to love one’s enemies 

during a collegiate ROTC camp, not any sophisticated exegetical or logical argument, which led 

Clarence to his conviction. As Clarence preached, “Jesus says that the real test of lordship is 

obedience to him.”17 

 The second theme was an inverted definition of realism. Public common sense holds that 

pacifism is an unrealistic response to the brutal and malevolent among us. While proponents of 

nonviolent resistance as a strategy for social change - from Martin Luther King, Jr., to Michael 

Nagler - have argued the case for its effectiveness,18 the general populace remains by and large 

unpersuaded - and so was Clarence. According to Clarence, Jesus did not propose a naïve 

strategy for changing hardened hearts. Quite the contrary, Clarence declared that enemy-love “is 

such stupendous folly it can’t be expected to work.”19 Clarence took Jesus at his word that 

following him leads all the way to the cross. The critics’ charge that the pacifism of Koinonia 

Farm was unrealistic missed the point. Clarence knew the danger he was in. 

 Yet Clarence went further than the acceptance of potential martyrdom. He answered the 

incredulous with the claim that it was they who were, in fact, not seeing reality for what it is. On 

                                                           
16 Lee, The Cotton Patch Evidence, 105. 
17 Clarence Jordan, The Substance of Faith and Other Cotton Patch Sermons, ed. Dallas Lee (Eugene, OR: Cascade 
Books, 2005), 98. 
18 Cf. James M. Washington, ed., A Testament of Hope: The Essential Writings and Speeches of Martin Luther King, 
Jr. (New York: HarperCollins, 1986), 5-73; Michael N. Nagler, The Search for a Nonviolent Future: A Promise of 
Peace for Ourselves, Our Families, and Our World (Novato, CA: New World Library, 2004). 
19 Jordan, The Substance of Faith, 77. 
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one occasion, as rumors spread that Clarence would soon be lynched, supporters came to the 

farm and encouraged him to escape to the North. They said he needed to stop talking theology 

and “face up to reality” and the “cold stark facts of life.” But it was precisely his theological 

orientation, put into practice at Koinonia, that provided Clarence an alternative vision of reality. 

He replied,  

You’re facing up to the demands of the Klan which is temporal and transient. And I’m 
facing up to the demands of God who is eternal. Now who’s being realistic? I think God 
was here before the Klan and I think he’ll be here after the Klan is gone. And I think God 
is more real in this universe than the Ku Klux Klan.20 
 

 Finally, Clarence repeatedly taught that the pacifist option was the inevitable outcome of 

human maturity. In his expositions of Matthew 5, Clarence classified the options for responding 

to enemies according to an ascending series of moral stages: unlimited retaliation, limited 

retaliation, limited love, and unlimited love.21 Jesus has called his followers to root all 

relationships in love, even interactions with persons whose behaviors make them unlovable. This 

disposition copies the example set by God the Father, as Jesus says in Matthew 5:48, “Be 

perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect.” Clarence disagreed with the common 

translation choice of the word “perfect” and contended that “mature” more appropriately reflects 

the original Greek (teleios). The mature person does not practice nonviolence because it is 

effective in achieving temporal ends, but because it is befitting one’s character in imitation of 

“the mature response of your Father.”22 In contrast to the utilitarianism of his counselors, 

Clarence proposed a theocentric virtue ethics of character development in Christ. Putting it 

bluntly, Clarence declared, “God expects us to grow up.”23 

                                                           
20 Ibid., 125. 
21 Ibid., 74-7; Joyce Hollyday, ed., Clarence Jordan: Essential Writings (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2003), 122-
24. 
22 Jordan, The Substance of Faith, 79f. 
23

 Jordan, The Substance of Faith, 176f. 
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 This disparity between Clarence’s firm commitment to Christian pacifism on the one 

hand, and the openness to violence by some present-day commentators on the other, foregrounds 

the contested nature of reality and, thus, of the definition of “realistic” responses to hatred and 

injustice. What we identify with the word “reality” is not the givenness of the external world in 

se, but our interpretation thereof. Although the religious or nonreligious identities of the 

aforementioned commentators are not known, they have written from the perspective of 

contributors to a public conversation in a secular society. As philosopher Charles Taylor argues 

in A Secular Age, late-modern Western culture has constructed a social imaginary that reduces 

reality to an “immanent frame” in which “instrumental rationality is a key value” and 

transcendent or teleological dimensions are rendered obscure or nonexistent.24 It becomes 

natural, therefore, for assessments of the ethics of “punching Nazis” to reflect political theorist 

John Rawls’ contention that, in discussions pertaining to the common good in a liberal social 

order, so-called “comprehensive doctrines” such as religious traditions cannot propose social 

norms that are derivative of their distinctive philosophical commitments. Unless, that is, such 

norms are converted into a common cognitive currency, for only arguments that adhere to the 

agreed terms of “public reason” are admissible. Inevitably, within such a public discourse the 

argument over Nazi-punching is bounded by the terms of a Rawlsian “overlapping consensus” 

regarding what is actual.25 The range of appropriate ethical responses to contemporary white 

supremacy and white nationalism is determined by evaluating overall effectiveness within this 

shared frame of reference. Under such circumstances, reality readily lends itself to a utilitarian 

calculus that may include preemptive violence. 

                                                           
24

 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2007), 539-593. 
25

 John Rawls, Political Liberalism, expanded ed. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 47-88; 133-172. 
Cf. nuanced critiques given in Jeffrey Stout, Democracy and Tradition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press), 
2004), 65-76; Romand Coles, Beyond Gated Politics (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005), 21-29, 
50-54. 
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 Clarence would likely not consent to be constrained by the immanent frame or a 

Rawlsian definition of public reason. Regardless of his exile from the institutional church, 

Clarence always spoke and wrote from the position of membership in the people of God united 

under the banner of Jesus Christ. His identity was grounded not so much in the vocation of a 

Baptist preacher but the calling to participate in the world-transforming work of the Kingdom of 

God or, as he colloquially termed it, the “God Movement.” His definition of reality, and 

therefore of realistic action in the world, entailed the manifestation of a transcendent order within 

the immanent domain of people and politics, of dirt and disagreement. This transcendent order 

has been revealed to be a person for, in Jesus our brother, God has become human.26 The duty of 

recruits to the God Movement, therefore, is what Clarence called incarnational evangelism. This 

is the proclamation in word and deed of the accomplished fact of God’s real presence and the 

potential it bears to transform the whole of each person’s life. As he declared in one sermon, 

 This incarnation evangelism is total. It must embrace the whole man. It must not save his  
soul at the expense of his body nor his body at the expense of his soul…The incarnation, 
then, must reach to the tiniest extremity of our limbs. It must reach to the unnumbered 
hairs on our head and to every part of our body and embrace the totality of human 
experience.27 
 

Because, said Clarence, this is the true nature of reality, the mature person embraces the path of 

nonviolence, no matter the cost, bearing witness to what one has discovered for oneself. What, 

then, is the realistic answer to aggressive expressions of white supremacy in our time? Must we 

punch Nazis to save the world, or may we shake hands with the Klansman who threatens to harm 

us before sundown? The answer to that question relies on the perception we have of the nature of 

the reality. What seems prudent to one will be immature to the other; what appears naïve to one 

will be the most rational assessment to the other. Clarence chose the difficult path of nonviolence 
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because he could discern no more appropriate response to the truth of existence. And so he 

declared, “Faith is not belief in spite of evidence, but a life in scorn of the consequences.”28  

  

                                                           
28 Jordan, The Substance of Faith, 43. 


